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Case Study: Partnering for success consolidating
multiple value-based programs
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Solution

Headquartered in Grand Blanc, Michigan, 
McLaren Health Care includes 15 hospitals, 
ambulatory surgery centers, imaging
centers, and commercial and Medicaid 
HMOs covering more than 588,000 lives in 
Michigan and Indiana. Over the years
McLarenMcLaren has launched or become involved 
in multiple value based care programs
including one of the nation’s most
successful ACOs, Medicare Advantage,
multiple commercial risk programs and
bundled payment programs as well as taking
on Medicaid risk.

“Our CareSpace users are happy – they don’t 
have to go to many different EMRs to get the
information they need to properly service the 
McLaren patient,” 

“Persivia has helped us save time and money, 
avoid penalties, and improve our ability to 
report and analyze data, leading to better
patientpatient safety and improved care quality.”

“Our relationship with Persivia has grown and 
strengthened over the years and we absolutely 
see Persivia as part of our future success.”

McLaren's Mark Gray explains:

After running an exhaustive selection
process and evaluating the capabilities of all 
the major pop health vendors, McLaren
selectedselected Persivia’s CareSpace® platform as 
the best solution to achieve these goals. 
Once the project was launched in October 
2019, Persivia deployed CareSpace, including
integrating data from 20 EHR and 300
practices,practices, in time to go live by the first week 
of January and meet McLaren’s value-based 
program and CQM reporting needs.

McLaren is leveraging Persivia to succeed in a range of alternate
payment and quality programs, including: BPCI Advanced, Medicare 
Advantage, Medicaid, Blue Cross Blue Shield Michigan, and McLaren’s 
Accountable Care Organization (ACO), the McLaren High Performance 
Network.

“Because the payer/provider market in Michigan is more progressive, 
there are more programs to participate in.” said Mansoor Khan, CEO of 
Persivia. “These unique market conditions make it especially appropriate 
for healthcare organizations like McLaren to partner with Persivia.

By early 2019 it was obvious that the 5 different point solutions McLaren was 
using were not up to the task of managing data from over 30 different sources 
and providing the capabilities needed by the McLaren team to effectively 
manage the health of their large patient population under value-based care.
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McLaren had defined a set of interlocking needs for consolidating its
clinical quality measures (CQM) reporting across all facilities and
consolidating its multiple value-based and alternate payment programs onto 
one platform. Significantly, this complex set of requirements had to be
implemented by the end of 2019.

“My“My biggest concern was how do we keep some of our legacy systems active 
and still meet our interoperability and other technology goals,” said Mark 
Gray, McLaren’s Corporate Director of Information Technology. “We’re a 
large organization and we have a lot of clinicians using different information 
technology systems as well as a large patient population to care for. How do 
we make sure we aren’t putting an additional reporting burden on clinicians 
while taking advantage of some of the unique payer opportunities that we 
havehave in Michigan to help us control costs and deliver quality care?”
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One Platform | One Patient | One Record

Challenge
• 5 alternative & risk based programs
• 30 sources of data to consolidate

Solution and Delivery
• Persivia’s CareSpace platform
• 20 EHR integrations complete
• Go live within 3 months• Go live within 3 months
• Met all reporting requirements
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